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Checklist
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SCOPE YES NO

Material

Are you working with any material of plant, animal, microbial or other (non-human) origin containing 
functional units of heredity ( i.e. genes), including derivatives (i.e. proteins, enzymes, metabolites)?

Anything containing DNA, dead or alive, and its derivatives. This excludes organisms covered by specialized treaties (e.g.
International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture and Pandemic Influenza Preparedness) and any type of
human material but includes human pathogens.
See definitions 1, 2 & 3.

✅

Utilization

Are you conducting research AND/OR development on the genetic and/or biochemical composition (or 
derivative*) of a genetic resource? (including the application of biotechnology)

This category assumes that the research is being conducted at Kiel University. 
See definitions 3, 6 & 7.

✅

Temporal

Was the genetic material accessed in the Provider Country (country of in situ collection) ON or AFTER the
12th of October 2014? 

See definition 4. 

✅

Geographic

Is the Providing Country of the genetic resources party to the Nagoya Protocol?

To check for this use:  ABS Clearing House website
✅

Does the Providing Country of the genetic resources have national ABS regulation? 

To check for this use:  ABS Clearing House website
If information about this is not clear of even missing on the ABS Clearing House website then contact the National Focal Point 
(NFP) of the Providing Country of the genetic resources asking for clarification (contact the Nagoya Protocol Compliance Officer 
for an email template). 

✅

https://absch.cbd.int/
https://absch.cbd.int/
mailto:nagoya@uv.uni-kiel.de?subject=NFP%20inquiry%20email


- To researchers & staff
- Website and checklist
- Tech Transfer 

collaboration
- Targeted emails



- Internal guidelines
- Key players
- Clear division of

responsibilities/tasks



No: Yes: go to Step 

NFP info

NP relevant case?



- Centralized DECLARE account
- Document storage

decentralized
- Specific NP MTA (with TT)
- Legal support at Uni for

contracts
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Elizabeth Karger
Project Manager, German Nagoya Protocol HuB

Tel. +49-531-2616-421
Email: Elizabeth.Karger@dsmz.de

@GermanNagoyaHuB



“I used to think that communication was key until I
realized comprehension is. You can communicate all 
you want to someone, but if they don’t understand it, it 

wont reach them the way you need it to.”

Thank you for your attention! 

nagoya@uv.uni-kiel.de
@scarsett84 
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